A modified gri(i metho[i (MGM) for matche(i-fiel(i loc&zation is proposc(i ill the paper. It is a practical version of the seed (Iivisiorr algorithm (SDA). It atlopts the i(icd that searches in a coarse grid at first anti then regionaUy fines the gri(l. The fining process is implemented hy SDA. This so-ca~e(i MGM is teste(l in the paper I)y seven 2-(limensiorrd glohd optimization prohlerns. The tests show that MGM is more efficient than the norrnd grid metho(l. Besi(ics, it is more efficient than some other ran(iomize(l methods which are currently use(l today. A nurnericd test hascd on the MGM anti the WKBZ mo(le co(le is carrie(i out for
efficient than the norrnd grid metho(l. Besi(ics, it is more efficient than some other ran(iomize(l methods which are currently use(l today. A nurnericd test hascd on the MGM anti the WKBZ mo(le co(le is carrie(i out for matche(i-fiel(i Iocdization in deep ocean.
The matched-field processing (MFP) matches the measured field at the array with replicas of the expected field for all source locations.
The traditional process consists of systelIlatically placing a test point source at each point of a search grid, completing the acoustic field (replicas) at all the elements of the array and then correlating this nlodeled field with the data from the real point source whose location is lmknown. From our point of view, this process can be divided into two nlodldes. One is the cent rollt!d strategy of the search point. The other is the complltatiorr of the correlation between the replicw of the search point and the data from the real poi~it. Ilnprovement on each mottllle may provide a chance of getti~lg better resldts for MFP.
In 1997 we devise a rrcw method, named so-called SDA [11[21, to inverse the sea botton~properties. It is theoretically proved to be an exhausted searched and lIM gained good numerical reslllts in the inversion. New cxhallstcd searcht,d rnethott that is sllitahle for many variants global optimization prohleln is also developed since tl~err[31.III the paper, we give out a modified grid Illethod (MGM) for the 2 dixnensional MFP. MGM is used to improvt: the efficiency of the controlled strategy.
For the n dimensional search problem MGM can be described briefly as following.
It searches in a coarse Mn grid at first, chooses the best L points and then searches at the finer grid points near these L points.
Repeat the choosing of the best L points and the searching at the finer grid points near the~n until the precision of the solution is high enough.
The filler grid points are given o~lt by the ideal of SDA. That is, for the 2 dimensional nlatched-fieltt problem, the finer grid points near (Z. y) have the form (z+crdx, y+~dy), where dx, dy are the steps of x, y, respectively and (x,~c {-1/3, 0, 1/3}. The new steps of all these nine finer gri(l points are dz/3 and dy/3, corresponding to the step of z and y, rcspectivt!ly.
Only eight of these points need to be evalllattsl.
Since MGM is not an exhallstcd search nlethod$ M or L should bc large enough so as not to miss a spike global maximum. In cases that tht! cost fllnction has one or more spike global rnaximlun, exhausted mt!thods sllch as SDA111[21and BDA[31, are better choices than MGM. press signals received by a vertical array. The sound sollrce is at a dt:pth z, in the distance r,, and its freqlrency is~.
Given z, r, let (gl, . . . , qn ) b~tht! complex press calculated by the WKBZ code[sl. Tht; error functio]l we use in the correlation is
This function shold be irnprove[l in actual applications. In the nllmerical test of MFP, the coast grid is 20 x 10, L = 5. [2]
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